A Virtual Meal-Making Environment as a Platform to Measure the Effect of Affective Stimuli on Emotional Response and Task Performance in Children with and without Cerebral Palsy
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Abstract

The study examined whether a functional virtual environment (VE) may be used to provide affective stimuli (AS) that lead to changes in the emotional responses and task performance of children with and without cerebral palsy (CP). Fifteen children with CP and 19 typically developing (TD) peers (6 to 12 years) prepared seven virtual meals in a predefined order within the Emotional Meal-Maker (EMM), a virtual meal-making VE, run on a 2D video capture VR platform. Six meals included either a negative, positive, or neutral visual stimuli, selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS). Heart rate (HR) and skin conductance were recorded online, synchronized with stimulus onset. Significant differences were found between groups in task performance and heart rate variability (HRV) components, e.g., higher low frequency (LF)/high frequency (HF) ratio in CP during the EMM task ($U=2517.5$, $p<0.01$), regardless of type of AS. No significant changes in autonomic responses as a function of AS were found. The implications of these results are discussed.

1. Introduction

Participation is defined as a person's involvement in life situations which include, for example, areas of personal maintenance, mobility, social relationships, communication, leisure, and education [1]. It is the context in which children can develop skills, create friendships, learn, perform activities, and achieve self-satisfaction and a sense of competence, and is, therefore, crucial for psychological and emotional well-being as well as skill development [2, 3].

Children and young adults with cerebral palsy (CP) sustain primary impairments in the neuromuscular system. The motor disorders are often accompanied by disturbances of other systems such as sensation, perception, cognition, and behavior [4]. These impairments were found to be significant barriers to participation in many activity domains [2, 3, 5-7], as well as in social life and communication [8]. The influence of affective stimuli (AS) within an environment (e.g., sounds, sights) on emotion, task performance and children's participation is currently unknown, although there is evidence to suggest that their effect may be substantial at many levels [9, 10]. Shapiro et al. [10] examined the effect of two different dental environments on the arousal level as measured by electrodermal activity in children with and without developmental disabilities. They found that a sensory adaptive environment that included special lighting effects, relaxing music, vibration, and aromas versus a conventional environment had a significantly greater calming effect on children in both groups with the decrease being most pronounced in the children with developmental delays.

Gesturetek's IREX video capture virtual reality (VR) system may be programmed to present visual and auditory stimuli that accompany virtual games and functional environments. This type of VR has been shown to provide enjoyable leisure activity for young adults with cerebral palsy and severe intellectual disabilities [11] and appears to lead to increased self-esteem, motivation [12] and sense of mastery [13]. Studies further indicate the effectiveness of VR in promoting motor control [14], upper extremity functioning [15] and cortical reorganization [16].

The goals of this study were to determine whether a functional virtual environment (VE) may be used to provide affective stimuli that lead to changes in the emotional response of a child with CP and in task
performance outcomes, and to examine the differences in emotional response and performance between children with CP and typically developing (TD) peers. The Meal-Maker (MM) VE was developed within IREX and modified to include the delivery of affective stimuli, referred to as the Emotional Meal-Maker (EMM). The usability of the MM and its sensitivity to performance differences between children with and without CP has been reported [17].

2. Methods

2.1 Subjects

Fifteen children with spastic CP (study group, mean ± SD = 9.3 ± 1.4 years) and 19 typically developing (TD) children (control group, mean ± SD = 8.9 ± 1.6 years) participated in the study. Children in the CP group who had Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) scores between 1 to 4, were able to reach with their dominant hand, and were able to follow multi-step instructions were included. Children who had an epileptic seizure within six months prior to the study, significant visual acuity or field deficits, hearing impairment, or any unstable medical condition were excluded from the study. Ethical approval was granted by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Haifa, the Bnai Zion Medical Center, and the Israeli Ministry of Education.

2.2 Emotional Meal-Maker VE

The Emotional Meal-Maker is a modified version of the Meal-Maker VE, developed within a video-capture VR system (gesturetekhealth.com) [17]. Subjects were instructed to prepare as many repetitions as possible of seven different meals, presented in a predefined order. Each meal included 5 relevant items for meal preparation and 2 non meal distracters, all located on virtual kitchen shelves. A video camera recorded the child’s gestures which thereby controlled navigation within the EMM and selection of items. Only movements made by the dominant hand which was holding a red cone were captured. Selection of the virtual meal items was accomplished by dwelling over the item for 2 s. Selected items were transferred to a virtual table. Once all correct items were selected, the child hovered over a virtual "finish" button and positive visual and auditory feedback were provided.

Six different pictures from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) [18, 19] were selected to evoke different emotional responses in the children. The first meal (hot chocolate) was considered as a baseline meal without any AS. Each of the remaining six meals presented a different stimulus while the sequence of the AS was randomized across subjects.

Electrocardiogram (ECG) and skin conductance level (SCL) were monitored to record changes in autonomic responses. Data acquisition was accomplished via the Biopac System. ECG signal gain was set at 1000 times amplification. Band pass for ECG was initially limited to 35Hz low pass (LP) and 0.5Hz high pass (HP), with a further 2Hz HP filter applied post acquisition resulting in a 2Hz to 35Hz band. The biological signal of the SCL was DC coupled filtered by LP set at 10Hz with a further 3Hz LP post acquisition. The amplification was set to 5µSiemens/volt. The data were sampled at 1000 Hz and stored on a computer running Acqnowledge 3.9.1 MP100 data acquisition software.

ECG Biopac EL 501 electrodes were placed over the lateral aspect of the left and right intercostal space between either the eighth and ninth ribs or ninth and tenth ribs, in a straight line below the axilla. This placement was selected to maintain uniform skin contact without disturbance by upper arm and trunk movement. The ground electrode was initially placed about 1 cm above the medial malleolus of the left leg, however due to spasticity related movement of the legs observed in children with CP during the EMM, the position of the ground electrode was changed to the left aspect of the lower back.

Tonic skin conductance level (SCL) measured in microSiemens (µS) was recorded via Biopac TSD203 SCL transducer filled with isotonic electrogel placed over the volar surface of the middle phalanges of the second and third finger of the non-dominant hand. AC-coupled skin conductance fluctuations (skin conductance response, SCR) were analyzed offline using AcqKnowledge 4.1 software by Biopac systems Inc. The phasic signal from the tonic SCL was done using a smoothing baseline removal method.

The EMM was synchronized with the Biopac data acquisition system using a voice-recognition marker, separating the stereo sound signal of each EMM virtual item to enable marker detection and AS presentation. Based on recommendations by the Heart Rate Variability (HRV) task-force [20] the onset of the EMM marker was followed by a 2 min sampling period in order to collect sufficient HRV data for analysis. The children’s cooperation during this period was encouraged by instructing them to prepare as many repetitions of each meal as they could within the 2 min period.

Online performance measures recorded during the EMM included number of correct and incorrect repetitions for each meal, total meal preparation time, and percent success (total number of correct repetitions divided by the total number of meals).
2.3 Procedures

After written parental consent was given, a child and parent were invited to a 90 min session in the Laboratory for Innovations in Rehabilitation Technology (LIRT) in the department of Occupational Therapy at the University of Haifa, Israel. The room was air-conditioned and illuminated to establish a pleasant setting that was also sufficient and uniform for the video capture system and physiological recordings. Children initially completed two questionnaires (State/Trait Anxiety and Short Sensory Profile). Then they were introduced to IREX VR through a virtual game (Birds & Balls) for 2 min and performed the MM VE followed by a 5 min break.

ECG and skin conductance were monitored during three conditions: calm-state, EMM, and a PowerPoint presentation (PPT); an initial 2 min steady-state period was collected during which the children were instructed to sit calmly with their eyes closed while listening to a series of statements designed to relax them. Two conditions were then presented in a counter-balanced order - the EMM task and a PPT task. The PPT included AS that were displayed in the same sequence as presented in the EMM, however it required only viewing the AS rather than moving to make meals as in the EMM task. As in the EMM, the time-interval between each AS presented within the PPT was 2 min, and was accompanied by narrated stories from the "Grimm Brothers" tales in the same order and similar intonation for all children. Valence and arousal for each AS were recorded using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [21].

Subjective responses to the task within VR were recorded for both MM and EMM via Short Feedback Questionnaire, child version (SFQ-Child).

2.4 Data Reduction and Analysis

RR intervals were identified via the MP100 and manually checked and verified. Time domain analysis (RMSSD, NN50, pNN50) as well as frequency domain analysis (peak frequencies, total powers, normalized powers and LF/HF ratio) were analyzed offline to measure the change in HRV via Kubios-HRV software version 2.00. Tonic SCL was measured for each task including the calm-state. Log transformation was carried out to normalize the distribution. In order to examine the change in SCL between conditions with AS versus baseline conditions (no stimuli conditions presented in both calm-state and during EMM-hot chocolate meal) the difference between Log SCL during the PPT task and the calm-state was calculated, while within EMM task the difference between the log SCL of the first AS conditioned meal (omelet) versus Hot chocolate (baseline meal) was calculated. SCR amplitude (μSiemens) was scored as the largest change relative to baseline within 1 to 6 s after stimulus onset. SCR responses were included in the analysis only if the SCR was at least 0.01 μSiemens. The square root (SQRT) of all SCR responses were calculated in order to reduce the skewness of the distribution [22].

The Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 15 was used for statistical analysis. Due to non-normal distributions of many of the physiological and performance variables non-parametric tests were used to examine changes as a function of AS type within groups and to examine differences in physiology and performance between groups. Alpha was set at 0.05. Correlations of behavioral questionnaires (anxiety, sensory profile) and SAM ratings with both autonomic responses and performance variables were also calculated; however these will not be presented in this paper.

3. Results

3.1 Examining change in physiology and performance as affected by AS

No significant differences were observed in autonomic responses within the CP group. However, within the TD group both the peak frequencies HF and the absolute power of VLF during the PPT task (0.31 ± 0.06 Hz; 883.58 ± 780.34 ms^2, respectively) were significantly higher than their values during the calm-state (peak HF: 0.28± 0.05; Absolute power VLF: 423.62 ms^2, U= 99.00, p< 0.05). Comparing the autonomic responses while preparing a meal without any AS (hot chocolate meal) versus the calm-state baseline demonstrated for the TD group a borderline significant difference in the normalized powers of LF and normalized powers of HF (U= 101.0, p= 0.054) and in LF:HF ratio (U= 100.5, p= 0.052). Furthermore, within the TD group the total time taken to prepare meals during the presentation of negative stimuli (151.3± 16.7 s) was significantly shorter than the time taken to prepare meals during neutral stimuli (158.6 ± 14.6 s) (U= 498.5, p< 0.05). No significant changes were found in SCR amplitudes as a function of stimulus type for either group.

3.2 Differences between groups

Significant differences were found between children with CP versus TD in both components of HRV and task performance, presented in all EMM meal-conditions. In general, children with CP had significantly higher heart rate (103.4± 12.1 bpm) than
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indicating greater sympathetic autonomic participation and independence [1, 9]. Thus, carefully looked at as having important contribution to alterations, involuntary movements, and insufficient greater energy expenditure due to muscular tone researchers suggested that children with CP have predominance in HR than healthy controls. The meal conditions compared to typically developing infants. Other studies examined long-term (24 hours) time domain RMSSD parameters in the experimental group compared to typically developing peers, e.g., higher heart rate in children with CP versus typically developing peers, e.g., higher heart rate in children with CP during all AS conditions and at rest, lower RMSSD and higher LF: HF ratio. The results are supported by the study of Bjelakovic et al. [23] who examined long-term (24 hours) time domain components of HRV in 35 infants with central coordination disorder (16 of them were later diagnosed as having CP) and 37 age and gender matched controls. They found significantly lower SDNN, SDANN, and RMSSD parameters in the experimental group compared to typically developing infants. Other studies that examined differences in HRV components between children with and without CP during supine and standing positions [24, 25] further found significantly higher LF:HF ratio in children with CP vs healthy control subjects during supine position, indicating greater sympathetic autonomic predominance in HR than healthy controls. The researchers suggested that children with CP have greater energy expenditure due to muscular tone alterations, involuntary movements, and insufficient use of muscles during compensatory muscle activity, resulting in additional energy consumption [25].

The current study further found significant differences in task performance between groups in that the children with CP performed the EMM task significantly slower than their TD peers, prepared fewer correct meals and fewer total meals, supporting our previous work [17].

Within the TD group there was a significant change in total time in the presence of neutral stimuli versus negative ones. Studies in adults have shown that affective stimuli can capture and divert attention regardless of their relevance to the ongoing activity [26], and, therefore, may affect both cognitive functions as well as behavior [26, 27]. Since neutral stimuli had a greater impact on performance than did the negative stimuli, it is recommended to further examine the potential of cultural bias regarding the context of the IAPS. It may be that the neutral pictures were not perceived as such by the children in this study. The valence and arousal of the IAPS needs to be further investigated.

To conclude, the meal-making VE was shown to be a feasible platform for the investigation of the physiological characteristics of children with and without CP and how functional performance is influenced by affective stimuli. Further studies are needed to develop additional measurements of emotional responses and to refine the types of affective interference.

4. Discussion

Engagement of children with CP in activities of daily living is often limited [2, 3, 5, 6] due, in part, to intrinsic factors such as motor and cognitive impairments. However, environmental factors and the contexts underlying functional performance should be carefully looked at as having important contribution to participation and independence [1, 9]. Thus, understanding the influence of affective sensory stimuli within the environment on children with special needs, such as cerebral palsy, is of great value for clinical practice and home settings.

The results showed significant differences in autonomic responses between children with CP versus typically developing peers, e.g., higher heart rate in children with CP during all AS conditions and at rest, lower RMSSD and higher LF:HF ratio. The results are supported by the study of Bjelakovic et al. [23] who examined long-term (24 hours) time domain components of HRV in 35 infants with central coordination disorder (16 of them were later diagnosed as having CP) and 37 age and gender matched controls. They found significantly lower SDNN, SDANN, and RMSSD parameters in the experimental group compared to typically developing infants. Other studies that examined differences in HRV components between children with and without CP during supine and standing positions [24, 25] further found significantly higher LF:HF ratio in children with CP versus healthy control subjects during supine position, indicating greater sympathetic autonomic predominance in HR than healthy controls. The researchers suggested that children with CP have greater energy expenditure due to muscular tone alterations, involuntary movements, and insufficient use of muscles during compensatory muscle activity, resulting in additional energy consumption [25].

The current study further found significant differences in task performance between groups in that the children with CP performed the EMM task significantly slower than their TD peers, prepared fewer correct meals and fewer total meals, supporting our previous work [17].

Within the TD group there was a significant change in total time in the presence of neutral stimuli versus negative ones. Studies in adults have shown that affective stimuli can capture and divert attention regardless of their relevance to the ongoing activity [26], and, therefore, may affect both cognitive functions as well as behavior [26, 27]. Since neutral stimuli had a greater impact on performance than did the negative stimuli, it is recommended to further examine the potential of cultural bias regarding the context of the IAPS. It may be that the neutral pictures were not perceived as such by the children in this study. The valence and arousal of the IAPS needs to be further investigated.

To conclude, the meal-making VE was shown to be a feasible platform for the investigation of the physiological characteristics of children with and without CP and how functional performance is influenced by affective stimuli. Further studies are needed to develop additional measurements of emotional responses and to refine the types of affective interference.
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